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Abstract

The origin of the time-dependent response of cement-based materials to applied stress has not been clearly resolved. The role of interlayer water in the mechanical behavior of calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H) is still debated. In order to better understand the pertinent mechanisms, the stress relaxation tests were conducted on thin rectangular beams of compacted synthetic C-S-H powder and hydrated Portland cement subjected to three-point bending. C-S-H specimens of variable composition (C/S=0.8, 1.2 and 1.5) were prepared at various moisture content levels from saturation to the dry state. A special drying procedure was applied in order to remove the adsorbed and interlayer water incrementally from C-S-H conditioned at 11%RH. It was shown that a significant part of the relaxation at saturation is attributed to the hydrodynamic component associated with the pore water. It was demonstrated that the viscoelastic performance of C-S-H depends considerably on the presence of interlayer water. It is argued that the results support the validity of the theory of sliding of C-S-H sheets as a time-dependent deformation mechanism responsible for the creep and stress relaxation of cement-based materials. This concept was illustrated in a proposed model for the viscoelastic response of C-S-H.
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1. Introduction

The time-dependent changes in the mechanical properties of concrete have been the subject of extensive research over the past century [1]. In particular, the concrete creep, i.e. the strain induced under sustained loading over time, has received significant attention due to its practical implications. Although numerous studies have been conducted in this regard, the nature of creep phenomena in cement-based systems is still not clearly resolved. There are several hypotheses proposed for the concrete creep that describe possible mechanisms for the temporal deformation of hardened concrete under load [2, 3]. None of these theories alone can explain all the experimental observations and it appears that multiple mechanisms may be operative. It is argued that the origin of creep is situated at the micro and nano-level within the capillary space and the calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H*) phase, respectively, referred to as the short-term and long-term creep [4].

Two theories on the nature of creep that pertain to the nanostructure of the hydrated cement paste are briefly described. The microprestress-solidification theory implies that the overstressed unstable atomic-scale bonds are locally broken and reformed in the ‘hindered’ adsorbed water molecule sites (including that in the C-S-H interlayer) [5]. This results in a quasi-dislocation of adjacent particles through a shear slip mechanism (i.e. the sliding of C-S-H sheets [4]) which contributes to the long-term creep. The theory of micro-sliding between the adjacent C-S-H sheets and the change in the orientation of hydroxyl water held on the crystalline surfaces was later argued to be the main contributor to the creep behavior [6]. It was also shown that the

*Cement chemistry nomenclature: C=CaO, S=SiO₂ and H=H₂O. Hyphens indicate no specific stoichiometry is applied.
Creep of concrete has also been described in terms of a nanogranular model of C-S-H particles [14-16]. It was suggested that the creep may involve the rearrangement of the C-S-H globules resulting in a tighter local packing, i.e. higher local density. This theory was later modified in Jennings’ second generation model for C-S-H (CM-II) to account for the role of large gel pores (LGP) in the creep of C-S-H [17]. It was suggested that the volume of LGP is gradually reduced under stress and that the LGP may collapse due to the rearrangement of particles. The interlayer water (although a feature in the CM-II) was not considered in the explanation of time-dependent deformation of C-S-H. The granular model is, nevertheless, consistent with the Feldman’s layered model for C-S-H [9] in that they both propose that the solid volume of C-S-H increases (i.e. tighter local packing) due to creep. It was postulated in the layered model that new interlayer regions are formed under stress [9, 18]. Two types of C-S-H were considered in the granular model and it was proposed that the low density (LD) C-S-H (i.e. packing density) creeps more than the high density (HD) C-S-H in cement paste possibly due to the difference in the porosity levels and not the intrinsic properties of the C-S-H [15]. Another category of C-S-H (ultra high density) was recently identified using a nanoindentation technique and the source of creep was attributed to the particle-to-particle contact of nano-sized C-S-H [19]. The moisture content of
It is well known that the stoichiometry of C-S-H in hydrated cement paste can readily be changed by various parameters such as curing conditions and use of supplementary cementitious materials [22]. It is therefore necessary to establish a relation between the chemistry of C-S-H and its engineering characteristics including time-dependent mechanical properties. Hardened cement paste is not an ideal material for the studies in this regard. The porosity, which has an important role in the mechanical behavior of the porous body of the solid, is obviously influenced by the mix characteristics of the cement paste. Moreover, the chemical properties of C-S-H and additional phases formed in the hydration reactions cannot be easily controlled. The mechanical characterization results therefore cannot be related independently to the stoichiometry of the C-S-H in these systems.

The stress relaxation of cement and concrete, a mechanical property that is closely related to the creep, has rarely been studied mainly due to the experimental limitations [23]. A relatively quick method using three-point bending of thin cement paste beams that was primarily adopted to
The synthetic semi-crystalline C-S-H (i.e. C-S-H(I) of variable C/S ratio) was chosen for this study since it has been considered as an appropriate model for the nearly amorphous C-S-H produced in the hydration of Portland cement [10, 30]. A solid body of the phase pure C-S-H is, however, required for the investigation of its mechanical performance. The current research utilizes the compaction technique in order to prepare rectangular beams from the powdered materials (synthetic C-S-H of variable stoichiometry) at a controlled porosity level. It should be noted that the synthetic C-S-H is a fully hydrated material and the effect of the hydration of cement during the conventional creep measurements as well as other aging mechanisms [31] are eliminated. The results of the stress relaxation measurement in the compacted C-S-H specimens subjected to a constant strain in a three-point bending set-up at various humidity levels are reported. Samples of hydrated Portland cement and porous glass were also tested for comparison.
2. Method

2.1. Materials

C-S-H was synthesized by means of a pozzolanic reaction between amorphous SiO$_2$ and CaO in excess water (water/solid ratio by mass $\approx$10). Reactive silica (Cab-O-Sil grade M-5, Cabot Corporation) was heated at 110 °C. Calcium oxide was obtained from the calcinations of the reagent grade calcium carbonate (Sigma-Aldrich Company) at 900 °C. All materials were kept in sealed N$_2$ purged bottles until used. Various C-S-H systems were prepared using stoichiometric amounts of CaO and SiO$_2$ resulting in C/S ratios of 0.8, 1.2 and 1.5. Distilled de-aired water was then added to the dry mixture of the materials in 1L HDPE bottles. The bottles were mounted on a rotating rack (at the speed of 16 rpm) and the reaction continued for 180 days. The chemical reaction is nearly completed in the first week, but further time is required in order to obtain a well-ordered crystalline structure. The material produced was filtered after this period and dried under vacuum for 4 days at room temperature. High drying temperatures were avoided during the material preparation since the crystal structure of C-S-H can be altered in extreme drying condition occurring at temperatures above 50 °C [32]. The dried C-S-H powders were stored in nitrogen purged glass vials before experiments. During these steps maximum care was taken to minimize the C-S-H surface carbonation due to the exposure of the material to the CO$_2$ in atmosphere.
Two other sets of samples were prepared for comparison: the cement paste and porous glass. Rectangular prisms (250x100x12 mm) were cast from the Portland cement paste (Lafarge Canada type I) at a water/cement ratio of 0.4. The prism was vibrated and stored in a moist curing room for 24 hours. It was then demoulded and curing was continued for 2 months in the saturated lime solution. Thin slices (~1x12x60 mm) were cut from the cement paste bar using an Isomet diamond saw. Vycor® porous glass plate (thickness=1.3 mm, surface area=110 cm²/g, porosity≈ 28%) was cut to give rectangular specimens measuring 12x60 mm. The length of the specimens was chosen according to the standard requirements of the three point bending test [33, 34]. An over-edge of about 10% of the specimen length was considered on each side from the supports. The length/thickness ratio (about 40) was well above the specified value of 8.

The C-S-H preparations and cement paste slices were conditioned for three weeks in a vacuum desiccator over the vapor pressure of a saturated lithium chloride solution. This provides a relative humidity of about 11% at room temperature which is a desirable base for studying the stoichiometry of C-S-H [35]. There is, theoretically, only a monolayer of adsorbed water on the surface of particles at this specific humidity in addition to the interlayer water. This state was used as the starting condition for most of the experiments in the current work. Additional samples were conditioned over the vapor pressure of water for stress relaxation experiments in the saturated state (100%RH).

Unlike the hardened cement paste that can be cast and cut into various shapes for engineering investigations, it is necessary to prepare solid samples by compacting the fine powder for mechanical measurements of phase pure materials such as calcium hydroxide and synthetic
Compacted specimens were prepared from the C-S-H powder conditioned at 11%RH for one month as follows. Two grams of C-S-H powder were compacted in a steel mould consisting of a cylinder and two closely fitting pistons. The plan view of the prepared samples is shown in Figure 1. The steel mould was first mounted vertically with the bottom piston. The C-S-H powder was then placed in the cylinder. The top piston was then placed in the cylinder and the assembly was mounted in a compression machine. The pressure was increased gradually to a specified value where it was maintained for about 30 seconds before releasing. The compacted specimen was removed by pressing out the pistons. A specific compaction pressure was applied for each C/S ratio in order to achieve a porosity level of about 30% in the compacted samples where a sufficiently large fraction of the solid material would come into the play and the behavior would better represent that of the C-S-H. More details about the compaction procedure can be found elsewhere [10]. A length of 55.9 mm was cut from the rectangular compact bars to fit the specimen requirements in the stress relaxation instrument. The thickness of the compacted C-S-H samples varied between 0.8 and 1.2 mm depending on the C/S ratio and the compaction pressure. The relatively low thickness allows for decreasing the time to achieve the equilibrium state at various humidity levels and avoiding major moisture gradients that may result in micro-cracking in the test specimens subjected to drying. The compacted samples were kept in a vacuum desiccator at 11%RH. The additional conditioning at this humidity resulted in about 1% mass loss in the samples. It is suggested that the monolayer of water present on the surface of
2.2. Experimental procedure

The starting humidity condition for the compacted C-S-H specimens as previously mentioned was obtained in equilibrium with 11%RH. Saturated samples were prepared by conditioning the compacted specimens at 100%RH. Lower humidity levels were achieved by the removal of water from 11%RH conditioned samples through the application of a combination of vacuum and heat. The initial drying increments were conducted at room temperature using only vacuum in a special glass cell. The temperature was gradually increased using the voltage adjustment (with a VARIAC W5MT3) on the heating mantle wrapped around the glass cell for higher mass loss levels in the samples. The temperature inside the cell under vacuum had been previously calibrated for the voltage. In order to minimize altering the C-S-H structure, the drying temperature for most increments of mass loss was kept below 50 °C while increasing the duration of vacuum. The drying temperature never exceeded 110 °C at mass loss increments (up to 10%) approaching the dry state. These humidity levels can be considered as quasi-equilibrium states considering the substantial amount of time spent on the water removal at each increment. It takes about one to two weeks to collect the whole set of data for each sample. It is important to increase the temperature and vacuum duration between various mass loss increments very gradually in order to avoid moisture gradients that may cause micro-cracking in the specimens.
The stress relaxation test was conducted at each increment of water removal using a Rheometrics RSA III instrument. The rectangular samples were wrapped with cellophane film after drying in order to keep the humidity level constant during the test. The elasticity of cellophane wrap was negligible in comparison with that for the samples. This was examined using a steel plate with and without cellophane wrap. Moreover, there was no mass change in the specimens covered with the cellophane film during the relaxation test. The three-point bending method was used for the stress relaxation studies. A static load of 10g followed by a maximum strain of 0.02% was applied at the middle span of the samples. This sufficiently low strain level resulted in an applied stress below 2 MPa and did not cause any microcracking as verified through microscopic analysis. The load required to keep the strain constant was monitored up to four hours. The change in the corresponding stress was recorded by the computer. It should be mentioned that no indentation was observed on the surface of the samples caused by the supports since the contact line is wide enough on the flat specimens to distribute the load. Therefore, no correction was required in the deflection of the rectangular samples. The Hertizian indentation, however, has previously been observed in cement rods [24]. A circular cross-section essentially provides a point contact with the support and high localized stress results in measurable indentation. A separate sample was prepared and tested for each humidity level and drying state, as the stress relaxation is only partially recoverable and the sample cannot be reused for the experiments in the other humidity levels. Several C-S-H samples were tested for the same humidity level in order to obtain reliable data when certainty was not clear.
3. Results and Discussion

The results for the stress values \( (\sigma_t) \) versus time were normalized to the initial stress \( (\sigma_0) \) recorded after the application of the strain. The applied strain increased gradually from zero and reached the maximum constant value after about 0.1 second, at which time the maximum stress value was obtained. The data for up to about 0.6 second is relatively noisy. This shows the equilibrium state of loading is not instant and there are some parameters affecting this period before achieving a more stable state of stress. The general trend during this period, however, follows that of the later times. Some fluctuations were observed in the stress relaxation of a few samples which might be due to the experimental limitations associated with the instrument.

3.1 Porous Glass

Porous Vycor® glass has been extensively used as a model system in the study of the cement-based materials [40]. The stress relaxation curves for the porous glass samples conditioned at 11 and 100% RH are shown in Figure 2. A dry sample was also prepared from the 11%RH conditioned porous glass by applying vacuum at 110 °C for 3 hours. This resulted in about a 2% mass loss. The total stress relaxation of porous glass samples is not large. The curves show, as expected, a decrease in the stress required in order to maintain the constant strain. The rate and the extent of this decrease are dependent on the moisture content of the specimen. The maximum relaxation of about 5% is observed in the saturated specimen after about \( 10^3 \) s. The stress relaxation curve at this humidity level consists of two parts separated by an inflection point at about 2 seconds (indicated by a dashed vertical line on the curve). This observation is consistent
There is ideally only a monolayer of water present on the surface of the solid body of the porous glass at the 11%RH condition [34]. The porous glass sample at this relative humidity, therefore, does not exhibit hydrodynamic relaxation associated with the pore water and it only shows a gradual decrease in the stress at a constant rate (in log scale). The dry specimen (2% mass loss from 11%RH) demonstrates a very similar relaxation behavior to that of the 11%RH conditioned sample. It is also noted that the rate of decrease in the stress after the inflection point for the saturated sample is similar to that for the specimens at the 11%RH and dry conditions. It appears that the viscoelastic response of porous glass is not dependent on its moisture content. These observations were repeatedly made and may suggest that the monolayer of water does not have a major contribution to the stress relaxation of porous glass. It is also possible that the effect is so small that it can not be captured accurately by the current experimental setup. The latter seems more plausible as it has been suggested that the water molecules (available at 11%RH) attack the strained siloxane bonds of porous glass resulting in the viscoelastic relaxation [41].

3.2 C-S-H

The stress relaxation curves of compacted samples of synthetic C-S-H (C/S ratios=0.8, 1.2 and 1.5) at various humidity levels are shown in Figure 3. In all samples, the saturated specimen (100%RH) experiences a significantly higher total stress relaxation at the initial times. The shape
of the curve and the rate of decrease in the stress are different at this moisture content from those at 11%RH and below. This difference is mainly attributed to the presence of hydrodynamic component of the stress relaxation that is active at initial times in the saturated samples. This part is eliminated following the release of the pore water pressure after about 20 seconds at which time an inflection occurs in the stress relaxation curve in all the saturated C-S-H samples. The observation of the similar time for the end of hydrodynamic relaxation suggests that the C-S-H specimens have a comparable pore structure. The higher stress relaxation in the saturated samples may also be due to a contribution to shear deformation in the C-S-H structure resulting from local fluctuations in the deviatoric stress induced by pore water pressure. As mentioned, all specimens had a similar total porosity of about 30%. The remainder of the relaxation behavior is attributed to the viscoelastic component of the C-S-H phase (i.e. associated with the deformation of the solid body of the specimens).

The other curves (at 11%RH and lower moisture contents) for all C-S-H samples show a different relaxation response than that of the 100%RH condition. The hydrodynamic component, that results in a remarkable alleviation of the stress at the initial times for the saturated samples, appears to be eliminated in these specimens. This is due to the absence of ‘pore water’ at such low humidity levels. The deformation of the pore structure under stress does not lead to an increase in the pore water pressure as in the saturated condition. The stress is directly transferred to the solid structure of the compacted C-S-H agglomerates. A dominant viscoelastic response is therefore observed in all the ‘dry’ specimens from the beginning as soon as the stress is applied. It is however likely that water may exist in entrapped spaces. The water at these structural locations can not be readily removed and may slightly contribute to a negligible hydrodynamic
relaxation that would be dissipated at a prolonged period of time compared to that for the pore water. Some of the relaxation curves in the ‘dry’ state (11%RH and below) contain a subtle concave-up portion at the beginning within the first 100s. This is likely associated with a hydrodynamic component other than that related to the pore water.

It is noted (in Figure 3) that the drying of specimens conditioned at 11%RH changes the viscoelastic response of the C-S-H generally resulting in a lower stress relaxation at initial times more noticeably in the C/S=1.2 and 1.5 samples. At later times the relaxation curves may intercept with each other resulting in different total stress relaxation values not fully correlated with the mass loss level. The water molecules removed through drying of the 11%RH equilibrated samples are essentially located between the sheets of the layered synthetic C-S-H. It is, therefore, suggested that the interlayer water has a considerable role in the time-dependent viscoelastic deformation of the C-S-H. In order to examine this, a few 11%RH conditioned compacted C-S-H samples were completely dried and equilibrated again to the 11%RH condition. The first drying results in the removal of the interlayer water but water molecules cannot fully enter the interlayer region on the re-wetting at 11%RH [42]. The stress relaxation of the C-S-H specimens subjected to this regime (not shown) was significantly lower than that in the control specimens (originally conditioned at 11%RH). It is suggested accordingly that the presence of the interlayer water facilitates the time-dependant deformation of C-S-H under load. The mechanism of viscoelastic behavior of C-S-H may therefore be attributable to the sliding of the C-S-H sheets as hypothesized before [4, 6]. In order to verify this, X-ray diffraction was conducted before and after the stress relaxation test on representative C-S-H samples at various moisture content levels. Synthetic C-S-H has a basal spacing reflection ($d_{002}$) unlike the C-S-H in
It has been previously shown that the mechanical properties of C-S-H systems are significantly influenced by the interlayer water [10]. It was also suggested that the removal of water molecules from the interlayer region may also lead to nanostructural changes primarily related to the silicate tetrahedra and the calcium ions situated between the C-S-H sheets. These changes modify the mechanical response of C-S-H at various steps resulting in an oscillatory dynamic mechanical behavior. This might be responsible for some of the inconsistencies in the order of the stress relaxation curves versus mass loss on drying of C-S-H below 11%RH. It is also noticed that the stress relaxation of the C-S-H samples having the lowest C/S ratio (C/S=0.8) does not vary substantially as the interlayer water is removed. It appears that for this C/S ratio all the curves corresponding to the moisture contents below 11%RH are qualitatively similar. At higher C/S ratios (1.2 and 1.5), however, the stress relaxation curves are well-separated for various increments of drying. This may suggest that interlayer water has a more significant structural role in high C/S ratio C-S-H. The difference in the mechanical properties of C-S-H samples separated at a C/S ratio of about 1.1 has been previously observed [10].
In order to compare the viscoelastic behavior of C-S-H of variable compositions together and also between the ‘dry’ states and the saturated condition, it is necessary to separate the hydrodynamic and viscoelastic components of the stress relaxation curve for samples at 100%RH. Extensive work by Scherer’s group at Princeton has led to developing and solving the stress relaxation equations for the hydrated Portland cement [23-26]. These equations are applicable only at the saturated state. An analytical solution for the load (W, which is directly related to the stress) as a function of time for a rectangular cross section beam can be expressed as:

\[ W(t) = W(0) R(t) \Psi_{VE}(t) \]  

(1)

where \( R(t) \) is the hydrodynamic and \( \Psi_{VE}(t) \) is the viscoelastic relaxation function. The hydrodynamic component can be described by the following equation:

\[ R(t) = 1 - A + A S_1(\theta) S_2(\kappa \theta) \]  

(2)

where \( A \) is the material parameter, \( S_1(\theta) \) and \( S_2(\theta) \) are functions reflecting the rate of the hydrodynamic relaxation, \( \theta \) is the reduced time (\( \theta = t/\tau_R \)) and \( \kappa \) is the square of the aspect ratio (\( \kappa = a^2/b^2 \), for a sample with thickness 2a and width 2b). The \( S \) functions that are roots of the Bessel function are given approximately by:

\[
S_1(\theta) \approx \exp \left[ -\frac{6}{\sqrt{\pi}} \left( \theta^{0.5} - \theta^{2.5} \right) \frac{1}{1 - \theta^{0.55}} \right]
\]

\[
S_2(\theta) \approx \exp \left[ -\frac{2}{\sqrt{\pi}} \left( \theta^{0.5} - \theta^{2.094} \right) \frac{1}{1 - \theta^{0.670}} \right]
\]

(3)

The viscoelastic part of the relaxation can be described by the following expression:
\[
\Psi_{VE}(t) = \frac{\exp\left[-\left(\frac{t}{\tau_1}\right)^{b_1}\right]}{1 - \exp\left[-\left(\frac{t}{\tau_1}\right)^{b_1}\right] + \exp\left[-\left(\frac{t}{\tau_2}\right)^{b_2}\right]}
\]

where \(\tau_1\) and \(\tau_2\) are viscoelastic relaxation times. Through the curve fitting of the equation 1 to the experimental data of the load (or stress) versus time, the free parameters are obtained. These include theoretical load at zero time \((W(0))\), material property \((A)\), hydrodynamic relaxation time \((\tau_R)\), viscoelastic relaxation times \((\tau_1\) and \(\tau_2\)) and their powers \((b_1\) and \(b_2\)). The two components of the stress relaxation can then be easily separated. As mentioned, the data for the stress \((\sigma(t))\) can be used in which case the free parameter of \(\sigma(0)\) is used instead of \(W(0)\).

The extracted viscoelastic component of the C-S-H samples conditioned at 100\%RH is shown in Figure 4. It is observed that the total viscoelastic relaxation of the saturated specimen \((\sigma(t)/\sigma(0)\) at 10^3 s), for the same C/S ratio, is less than the total stress relaxation of most of the specimens dried below 11\%RH. This could also be concluded indirectly from the unprocessed stress relaxation results (Figure 3) where the stress relaxation curve of the 100\%RH conditioned specimen is intercepted by almost all the other curves for samples having lower moisture contents. This may suggest that the removal of interlayer water modifies the viscoelastic nature of the C-S-H and results in an increase of the total stress relaxation. The increase in the creep compliance (analogous to the stress relaxation) upon drying has been previously reported for the Portland cement paste [6]. It should also be noted that the 100\%RH curve for porous glass (Fig. 2) does not intercept with the curves for samples at 11\%RH and dried conditions. The
3.3 Hydrated Portland Cement

The stress relaxation curves of the Portland cement paste (w/c=0.4) are shown in Figure 5. The general trend in terms of the order of the curves for the samples in the saturated state to the 11%RH condition and below seems to be similar to those for the synthetic C-S-H. The saturated cement paste exhibits a distinct behavior, as mentioned for the compacted C-S-H samples, due to the hydrodynamic component of the stress relaxation. The inflection point in the curve seems to occur at about 20 seconds, analogous to that for the synthetic C-S-H, but much earlier than the values previously reported for the stress relaxation of the cement paste [23-26]. This difference is possibly due the fact that the hydrodynamic relaxation time is directly related to the square of the thickness [26]. The average thickness of the rectangular cement paste specimens tested in the
It is noted that there is a considerable stress relaxation in the dry cement paste (Fig. 5) and C-S-H samples (Fig. 3) after the removal of final increments of water (about 10% mass loss from the 11%RH condition achieved by 24 hour vacuum drying at 110 °C). This may imply that even the completely dry solid structure of the C-S-H undergoes time-dependent deformations under load. Although water has a significant contribution to the stress relaxation of the C-S-H, it appears that the stress relaxation does occur in the dry state. This is contradictory to some research that suggests there is no creep behavior in the cement paste if the evaporable water is removed [11-13].

4. A model suggested for stress relaxation and creep

The stress relaxation of C-S-H samples consists of hydrodynamic and viscoelastic components. The hydrodynamic component depends on the pore structure characteristics of the sample and the saturation level of the pores. The viscoelastic component of the stress relaxation appears to be dependent on the nanostructural features of the C-S-H. Interlayer water is suggested to contribute significantly to the viscoelasticity of the C-S-H and thus its time-dependent mechanical properties such as stress relaxation and creep. Several models have been proposed for the creep of concrete [2, 3]. A combination of mechanisms appear to account for the temporal deformation of cement-based materials. The following model is proposed based on the ideas advanced in the current study with a focus on the role of interlayer water.

The schematic in Figure 6-a presents a very simplified model of the C-S-H. The agglomerates of layered C-S-H are formed from the stacking of several sheets of C-S-H having nanostructural
5. Concluding Remarks

The stress relaxation behavior of phase pure C-S-H (C/S=0.8, 1.2 and 1.5), hydrated Portland cement and porous glass was studied using a three-point bending method. The samples were tested at various moisture contents obtained by conditioning at 100%RH and 11%RH as well as removing water in several drying increments from the 11%RH condition.

It was shown that the hydrodynamic component (present in the 100%RH condition) has a significant contribution to the stress relaxation of C-S-H at the initial times (up to 20s). At later times when the pore water pressure is alleviated, the viscoelastic part of the stress relaxation becomes dominant. The stress relaxation curves of the samples at 11%RH and lower humidity levels apparently do not exhibit a hydrodynamic relaxation. They exhibit primarily viscoelastic behavior. The viscoelastic component of porous glass is similar at all humidity levels and does not appear to be dependent on the moisture content. In cement-based systems, however, the viscoelastic response of C-S-H is altered (generally in the form of a relative decrease at the initial times and an increase at later times) as the water is removed from the interlayer region. The total stress relaxation of most ‘dry’ specimens (i.e. conditioned at 11%RH and below) is greater than that for the samples conditioned at 100%RH in both C-S-H and cement paste shown in Figures 3 and 5, respectively. This is not the case for porous glass. It is suggested that the interlayer water plays an important role in the time-dependent deformation of cement-based materials. The viscoelastic behavior of C-S-H is attributed to the sliding of the C-S-H sheets which results in the deformation of C-S-H agglomerates under stress. The siloxane bonds may be broken and reformed due to the translation of the C-S-H layers. Removal of water from interlayer spaces
modifies the viscoelastic behavior of C-S-H resulting in a higher total stress relaxation compared to that for the saturated conditions. Understanding the details of the sliding mechanism of C-S-H layers possibly taking into account the interaction of silicate tetrahedra and cations in the interlayer region at various moisture contents should benefit from further study utilizing methods such as NMR. An investigation of the irreversible creep and stress relaxation in synthetic layered C-S-H systems at various moisture contents would provide additional insight into the nanostructural aspects of the time-dependent deformations in cement-based materials.
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Figures

Figure 1. The plan view of the compacted C-S-H samples. The middle part was cut to obtain the specimens for stress relaxation experiments. The cement paste and porous glass samples had similar dimensions. The average thickness of all samples was about 1mm.

Figure 2. Stress relaxation curves of Vycor® porous glass at various humidity levels. ML: mass loss from 11%RH condition. The dashed vertical line indicates the location of inflection point in the 100%RH curve.
Figure 3. Stress relaxation curves for the C-S-H samples of variable stoichiometries at various moisture contents. The compacted specimens were prepared from the C-S-H powder conditioned at 11%RH. The dashed vertical line indicates the location of inflection point in the 100%RH curve.
Figure 4. The viscoelastic component of the stress relaxation extracted through curve fitting of the data for the 100%RH conditioned C-S-H samples having various C/S ratios.

Figure 5. Stress relaxation of the Portland cement paste (w/c=0.4) at various humidity levels. The dashed vertical line indicates the location of inflection point in the relaxation curve for the saturated sample.
Figure 6. Proposed model for the viscoelastic behavior of the C-S-H. a: C-S-H layers are shown by solid lines. The nanostructural features are based on the Feldman-Sereda model for C-S-H [44]. b: The time-dependent deformation of C-S-H under load through the translation and sliding of the layers (shown by dashed lines).